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Summary Information

Creator: Cauton, Amee B., 1988-
Contributor: Reflections: the Las Vegas Asian American and Pacific Islander Oral History Project
Title: Amee B. Cauton oral history interview
ID: OH-03919
Date: 2024 January 23
Physical Description: 2 Digital Files (0.147 GB) MP3, JPG
Language of the Material: English
Abstract: Oral history interview with Amee B. Cauton conducted by Stefani Evans on January 23, 2024 for the Reflections: the Las Vegas Asian American and Pacific Islander Oral History Project. In this interview, Cauton reflects on her childhood growing up in Honolulu, Hawai‘i, and later relocating with her mother and step-father to Las Vegas, Nevada in 1999. She recalls starting work at The Mirage with her mother, where she worked for a total of 15 years in a variety of hospitality positions. Cauton is now a Negotiating Committee Captain for Culinary Union Local 226, has a total of eighteen years seniority with MGM Resorts. She also talks about her work with the Culinary Union and the 2023 contract campaign and strike vote.

Preferred Citation

Akee B. Cauton oral history interview, 2024 January 23. OH-03919. [Cite format consulted: Audio recording or Transcript.] Oral History Research Center, Special Collections and Archives, University Libraries, University of Nevada, Las Vegas. Las Vegas, Nevada. http://n2t.net/ark:/62930/f1gb65

Scope and Contents Note

Oral history interview with Amee B. Cauton conducted by Stefani Evans on January 23, 2024 for the Reflections: the Las Vegas Asian American and Pacific Islander Oral History Project. In this
Guide to the Ame B. Cauton oral history interview

Interview, Cauton reflects on her childhood growing up in Honolulu, Hawai’i, and later relocating with her mother and step-father to Las Vegas, Nevada in 1999. She recalls starting work at The Mirage with her mother, where she worked for a total of 15 years in a variety of hospitality positions. Cauton is now a Negotiating Committee Captain for Culinary Union Local 226, has a total of eighteen years seniority with MGM Resorts. In this interview, she talks about her employment, her identity as Ilocano Filipino from Hawai’i, her favorite foods, and the holidays she celebrates. She also talks about her work with the Culinary Union and the 2023 contract campaign and strike vote. Digital audio and photograph available; no transcript available.
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Administrative Information

Access Note
Collection is open for research. Where use copies do not exist, production of use copies is required before access will be granted; this may delay research requests. Advanced notice is required.

Publication Rights
Materials in this collection may be protected by copyrights and other rights. See Reproductions and Use on the UNLV Special Collections and Archives website for more information about reproductions and permissions to publish.

Immediate Source of Acquisition
This interview was conducted and transcribed by the Oral History Research Center (OHRC) which is part of the UNLV University Libraries Special Collections and Archives Division.

Processing Information
Interview materials were processed by UNLV Libraries Special Collections and Archives in wrote the 2024. Sarah Jones wrote the collection description. Access copies were created for born-digital audio files. The audio has been minimally reviewed and all readily available information has been included in the description.
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Names and Subjects

• Oral histories (document genres)
- Honolulu (Hawaii)
- Hospitality industry
- Culinary Workers Union Local 226
- MGM Resorts International